Introduction {#Sec1}
============

One of the breakthroughs of the relativistic heavy ion program has been the realization that the production of hadronic matter in extreme conditions of temperature and density -- as created during the high-energy collision of large nuclei -- can be well modelled and understood using numerical simulations relying on relativistic fluid dynamics \[[@CR4]\]. In that context, the QCD equation of state (EOS) is an essential quantity. Nonperturbative calculations based on lattice QCD have now confirmed the fact that at vanishing baryonic density the transition between partonic degrees of freedom and those in the confined sector is in fact a rapid crossover \[[@CR3], [@CR5], [@CR6]\] occurring in the vicinity of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T \simeq 150$$\end{document}$ MeV. For higher baryon densities and slightly lower temperatures, lattice calculations have proven to be challenging because of the notorious sign problem \[[@CR7]\]. Some progress has nevertheless been made, through a variety of techniques \[[@CR7]\]. At still lower temperatures and high densities, investigations of the hadronic EOS through several different approaches suggest a first-order chiral symmetry restoration phase transition \[[@CR8]--[@CR11]\]. These results and others like them have fuelled much of the interest in the search for a critical end point (CEP) and the initiation of a beam energy scan (BES) at RHIC \[[@CR12]\]. Thus, in parallel with theoretical work, experimental explorations can be used to uncover subtle but fundamental features of the EOS, such as the existence of a possible critical point and of genuine thermodynamic phase transitions \[[@CR13]\]. Finally, the importance of the hadronic EOS is not restricted to the field of relativistic heavy-ion collisions. The EOS is responsible for the bulk properties of dense stellar objects such as neutron stars. It also affects their cooling properties, which probes the particle content and the state of the matter present in their core \[[@CR14], [@CR15]\].

The EOS is an integral part of the energy--momentum tensor, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T^{\mu \nu }$$\end{document}$. In a classical theory without any dimentionful parameters, a scale transformation leaves the action invariant, and conversely leads to a traceless energy momentum tensor: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T^\mu _\mu = 0$$\end{document}$. This is the case for classical, massless, Yang-Mills theory. However, quantum effects will spoil the conservation of the dilatation current, and make the theory scale-dependent \[[@CR16]\], as clearly shown by the running of the coupling, *g*, via the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta $$\end{document}$-function: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta (g) = \mu \, \partial g /\partial \mu $$\end{document}$. Then, the Yang-Mills $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T^{\mu \nu }$$\end{document}$ satisfies$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} T^\mu _\mu = \frac{\beta (g)}{2 g} F^{\mu \nu \, a}F^a_{\mu \nu } \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where *a* is a color index.

This discussion brings us to the core of this paper, and to its twofold intent. First, it is clear that calculations of the hadronic EOS clearly requires a treatment which goes beyond perturbation theory. In this context, the gauge--gravity duality \[[@CR17], [@CR18]\] offers an appealing set of techniques which render strong coupling calculations analytically feasible. The original formulation of the duality was AdS/CFT: the field theory sector was conformal. More recently, extensions into families of theories which break conformal invariance have been actively pursued. We now briefly describe the approach used in this work and the path which lead to its development; details of the former are given in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}.

Gauge/gravity duality has proved to be very useful in understanding the properties of (thermal) QCD-like theories. The first top-down (type IIA) holographic dual of large-*N* QCD though catering only to the IR, was given in \[[@CR19]\]. A UV-complete (type IIB) holographic dual of large-*N* thermal QCD, was constructed in \[[@CR2]\]. It is believed that large-*N* thermal QCD laboratories like strongly coupled QGP (sQGP) require not only a large 't Hooft coupling but also a intermediate gauge coupling \[[@CR20]\]. Holographic models based on this assumption, therefore necessarily require addressing this limit from M theory. It is known that QCD possesses a rapid crossover from a confining phase to a non-confining phase at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T \simeq T_c$$\end{document}$, and to explore the physics of QCD at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T\approx T_c$$\end{document}$, we have to take a look at the strongly coupled regime of the theory. The holographic study of large-*N* thermal QCD at intermediate coupling, was initiated in \[[@CR1]\] which presented a M-theory uplift of the SYZ type IIA mirror (in the spirit of \[[@CR21], [@CR22]\]) of a string theoretic dual of large-*N* thermal QCD-like theories at intermediate gauge/string coupling as part of the 'MQGP' limit of \[[@CR1]\]. In this limit, the temperature dependence of a variety of transport coefficients have been calculated in \[[@CR23]--[@CR25]\]. On the holographic phenomenology front, lattice/PDG-compatible glueball and (pseudo-)vector and (pseudo-)scalar meson masses as well as (exotic scalar)glueball-to-meson decay widths were calculated in \[[@CR26]--[@CR28]\].

The QCD conformal anomaly and its temperature dependence are important quantities to be studied in the context of, e.g., relativistic heavy ion collisions. In this paper, we will describe how to evaluate the same and obtain, in particular, the temperature dependence of the trace anomaly from M-theory and compare our results with recent lattice results. Note, to the best of our knowledge, there is no precedence of studying the QCD conformal/trace anomaly from a top-down M theory dual (inclusive of higher derivative ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal{O}(R^4)$$\end{document}$) corrections corresponding to considering the intermediate 't-Hooft coupling limit) at low *and* high temperatures consistent with recent lattice results.[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"}

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"} is a brief review of (the UV complete) string/M-theory holographic dual of large-*N* thermal QCD as constructed in \[[@CR2]\] (type IIB) and \[[@CR1], [@CR34]\](type IIA and M-theory) to make this paper self contained. Section [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} discusses obtaining a lattice-compatible $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T_c$$\end{document}$ from the type IIB holographic dual as constructed in \[[@CR2]\] from a Hawking--Page phase transition at zero chemical potential (improving upon a similar computation done earlier in \[[@CR23]--[@CR25]\]). Section [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} has to do with a holographic computation of the QCD trace anomaly from M theory. This is partitioned into two Sect. [4.1](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} is on high temperatures, i.e., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T>T_c$$\end{document}$ and Sect.[4.2](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} is on low temperatures, i.e., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T<T_c$$\end{document}$. Section [5](#Sec8){ref-type="sec"}, apart from summarizing the results, discusses a very crucial point as regards compatibility of our results with lattice computations. The Hawking--Page phase transition in our computation in Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"} occurs at zero baryon chemical potential $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu _C$$\end{document}$ and one expects a smooth cross-over for a non-zero $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu _C$$\end{document}$ above a critical value of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu _C$$\end{document}$ which is exactly the opposite of what one generically expects from (lattice) QCD. We argue that our holographic gravity dual computation can still be justified in the heavy quark limit. There are two appendices. Appendix A discusses the evaluation of the baryon chemical potential and the DBI action on the flavor *D*7-branes. Appendix B summarizes the definitions relevant to the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D=11$$\end{document}$ SUGRA actionTable 1The Type IIB Brane Construct of \[[@CR2]\]S. No.BranesWorld Volume1.$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbb {R}^{1,3}(t,x^{1,2,3}) \times \mathbb {R}_+(r\in [\mathcal{R}_{D5/\overline{D5}}-\epsilon ,r_\mathrm{UV}]) \times S^3(\theta _1,\phi _1,\psi ) \times \mathrm{SP}_{S^2_a(\theta _2,\phi _2)}$$\end{document}$

String/M-theory dual of thermal QCD: a review of \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\] {#Sec2}
===================================================================

In this section, we provide a short review of a UV complete type IIB holographic dual (*the only one we are aware of*) of large-*N* thermal QCD constructed in \[[@CR2]\], its Strominger--Yau--Zaslow (SYZ) type IIA mirror at intermediate string coupling and its subsequent M-theory uplift constructed in \[[@CR1], [@CR34]\]. **UV-complete holographic dual of large-***N* **thermal QCD as constructed in** \[[@CR2]\]: The UV-complete holographic dual of large-*N* thermal QCD as constructed in \[[@CR2]\], subsumed the zero-temperature Klebanov--Witten model \[[@CR35]\], the non-conformal Klebanov--Tseytlin model \[[@CR36]\], its IR completion as given in the Klebanov--Strassler model \[[@CR37]\] and Ouyang's \[[@CR38]\] inclusion of flavor in the same, as well as the non-zero temperature/non-extremal version of \[[@CR39]\] (but the non-extremality/black hole function and the ten-dimensional warp factor vanished simultaneously at the horizon radius), \[[@CR40], [@CR41]\] (valid only at large temperatures) and \[[@CR42], [@CR43]\] (addressing the IR), in the absence of flavors. The following summarizes the main features of \[[@CR2]\].**Brane construct of** \[[@CR2]\]: The type IIB string dual of \[[@CR2]\] consists of *N* *D*3-branes placed at the tip of six-dimensional conifold, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S^2$$\end{document}$ placed at antipodal points relative to the *M* *D*5-branes. Let us denote the average $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal{R}_{D5/\overline{D5}}$$\end{document}$. Roughly, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$r>\mathcal{R}_{D5/\overline{D5}}$$\end{document}$, would be the UV. The $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_f\ D7$$\end{document}$-branes, holomorphically embedded via Ouyang embedding \[[@CR38]\] in the resolved conifold geometry, "smeared"/delocalized along the angular directions $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\theta _{1,2}$$\end{document}$ as mentioned below ([11](#Equ11){ref-type=""}), are present in the UV, the IR-UV interpolating region and dip into the (confining) IR (but do not touch the *D*3-branes with the shortest $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D3-D7$$\end{document}$ string corresponding to the lightest quark). In addition, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_f\ \overline{D7}$$\end{document}$-branes are present in the UV and the UV-IR interpolating region for the reason given below. The following Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} summarizes the aforementioned brane construct wherein $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S^2(\theta _1,\phi _1)$$\end{document}$ denotes the vanishing two-sphere and (NP/SP of) $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S^2_a(\theta _2,\phi _2)$$\end{document}$ is the (North Pole/South Pole of the) resolved/blown-up two-sphere -- *a* being the radius of the blown-up $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu _\mathrm{Ouyang}$$\end{document}$ is the Ouyang embedding parameter that is defined in ([14](#Equ14){ref-type=""}) while describing the embedding of the flavor *D*7-branes in the resolved conifold geometry.In the UV, one has $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$SU(N_f)\times SU(N_f)$$\end{document}$ flavor gauge group. There occurs a partial Higgsing of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{D5}$$\end{document}$-branes are "integrated in" in the UV, resulting in the conformal Klebanov--Witten-like $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_c$$\end{document}$ can be approximated by *M*, which in the MQGP limit is taken to be finite and can hence be taken to be equal to three. Additionally, one can set $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_f=2+1$$\end{document}$ for comparison with \[[@CR3]\]. Hence, in the IR, this is somewhat like the Veneziano limit wherein $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N\ D3$$\end{document}$-branes are cascaded away and there is a finite *M* left at the end corresponding to a strongly coupled IR-confining *SU*(*M*) gauge theory; the finite temperature version of this *SU*(*M*) gauge theory is what was considered in \[[@CR2]\]. So, at the end of the Seiberg-like duality cascade in the IR, the number of colors $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_c$$\end{document}$ is identified with *M*, which in the 'MQGP limit' can be tuned to equal 3.**Color-Flavor Enhancement of Length Scale in the IR**: In the IR in the MQGP limit, with the inclusion of terms higher order in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$g_s{\mathop {<}\limits ^{\sim }}1$$\end{document}$, implying that *the stringy corrections are suppressed and one can trust supergravity calculations*. This is verified in Sect. [4.3](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} wherein it is explicitly shown (at low temperatures, i.e., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal{O}(R^4)$$\end{document}$ corrections are suppressed as compared to the LO terms in the supergravity action.**Gravity dual of the brane construct of** \[[@CR2]\]: The finite temperature on the gauge/brane side is effected in the gravitational dual via a black hole in the latter. Turning on of the temperature (in addition to requiring a finite separation between the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The lattice calculations of \[[@CR52]\] we have compared with in this paper, have $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Similarly, from the evaluation of the DBI action on the flavor *D*7-branes in Appendix A, one notices that in the light-quark-mass limit, effected by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$N_f=2+1$$\end{document}$ QCD, we have a phase transition in the light/heavy quark-mass limit corresponding to vanishing baryon chemical potential.

QCD trace anomaly from M theory {#Sec4}
===============================

In this section, we will compute the QCD trace anomaly hologarphically from M theory. This computation is divided into two Sect. [4.1](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} addresses the large temperature regime, i.e., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To evaluate the boundary trace anomaly consider the following infinitesimal Weyl transformation \[[@CR55], [@CR56]\]:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In this subsection, we will evaluate the trace anomaly for large temperatures, i.e., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T>T_c$$\end{document}$, and compare our results with the lattice results in \[[@CR3]\][4](#Fn4){ref-type="fn"}. The upshot of this subsection is that it is only the counter-term used to cancel the UV divergence generated from the GHY boundary term that contributes to the trace of the energy momentum tensor. The variation of the aforemetioned counter term, with respect to the scalar appearing in the Weyl scaling of the radial coordinate and the metric along the other non-radial directions, generates the same temperature-dependent contribution as from the extrinsic curvature itself.
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                \begin{document}$$H_3^\mathrm{IIA}$$\end{document}$ being the SYZ type IIA mirror/tripe T-dual NS-NS three-form and *A* is the type IIA RR one-form generated from the SYZ/triple T-dual of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Examining the low temperature region $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Let us weigh in the higher derivative terms in the action ([B1](#Equ56){ref-type=""}) up to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Summary and discussion {#Sec8}
======================

In this paper, we showed that for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The following points are noteworthy: As explained in the first reference in \[[@CR26], [@CR27]\] in the context of obtaining meson spectroscopy consistent with hadronic phenomenology, even though obtaining the type IIA mirror of \[[@CR2]\] and its M-theory uplift in \[[@CR1]\] required a lot of work, but once obtained, we are able to obtain the trace/conformal anomaly from M theory which is very close to recent lattice results, already at $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\overline{D7}$$\end{document}$ branes (plus fluxes). The type IIA mirror yields a non-Kähler warped resolved conifold with a black hole and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G_2$$\end{document}$ structure (see \[[@CR34]\]; the *D*6 branes get uplifted to KK monopoles).Strominger--Yau--Zaslow mirror construction is an entirely new technique used for studying QCD, holographically, from a top-down string/M-theory dual.The main Physics lesson that one learns in this work is the following. It turns out that for high temperatures ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T>T_c$$\end{document}$) corresponding to a black-hole in the M theory dual, it is the counter term used to cancel the UV-divergent contribution of the GHY surface term (via reparametrization of the UV boundary) that contributes to the temperature dependence of the trace anomaly and guarantees vanishing of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T<T_c$$\end{document}$) corresponding to a thermal background (no black hole), it is the counter term used to cancel the divergent contribution arising from the flux term (at the boundary common to the IR-UV interpolating region and the UV \[assuming the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D5-\overline{D5}$$\end{document}$ separation to be much greater than the IR cut-off of the thermal background\]) that contributes to the temperature dependence of the conformal anomaly, and guarantees increase of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T_c$$\end{document}$ with increase in temperature -- just like lattice calculations \[[@CR3]\].One should make note of the fact that was also stated earlier in Sect. [1](#Sec1){ref-type="sec"}, the type IIB string theory dual of thermal QCD as constructed in \[[@CR2]\], unlike its earlier type IIA cousin -- the Sakai--Sugimoto that catered only to the IR -- is UV complete. So is hence the type IIA SYZ mirror constructed in \[[@CR1]\]. Further, in the MQGP limit, the contributions of the higher order derivative corrections to the trace anomaly, will be severely large-*N* suppressed. These two together ensure that the results of this paper on the temperature variation of the trace anomaly consistent with very recent lattice results, obtained from a top-down approach unique to our work, can be completely trusted.We have obtained the trace of the energy--momentum tensor in a top-down non-conformal M theory holographic dual which has a temperature behaviour consistent with that of QCD. In the approach outlined in this paper, the low and high temperature regions correspond to two different limits of the same theory, as is the case in the lattice QCD counterpart.

*To conclude* There have been several papers on a holographic computation of the trace anomaly, but *all* bottom-up (e.g. \[[@CR29], [@CR30]\], etc.). To the best of our knowledge, \[[@CR1]\] is the only (top-down) holographic M-theory dual (of thermal QCD) that is able to yield (as shown in this paper):(after a tuning of the (small) Ouyang embedding parameter and radius of a blown-up $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T_c$$\end{document}$ from a Hawking--Page phase transition at vanishing baryon chemical potential consistent with the very recent lattice QCD results in the heavy quark limita conformal anomaly variation with temperature compatible with the very recent lattice results at high ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T<T_c$$\end{document}$) temperatures -- the latter missing, e.g., in the bottom-up \[[@CR29]\] (apart from the fact that the authors compared with much older lattice results)as well as (shown in earlier papers in the past few years):Condensed Matter Physics: inclusive of the non-conformal corrections, to obtain: a lattice-compatible shear-viscosity-to-entropy-density ratio (first reference in \[[@CR23]--[@CR25]\])temperature variation of a variety of transport coefficients including the bulk-viscosity-to-shear-viscosity ratio, diffusion coefficient, speed of sound (the last reference in \[[@CR23]--[@CR25]\]), electrical and thermal conductivity and the Wiedemann-Franz law (first reference in \[[@CR23]--[@CR25]\]);Particle Phenomenology: obtaining: lattice compatible glueball spectroscopy \[[@CR28]\]meson spectroscopy (first reference of \[[@CR26], [@CR27]\])glueball-to-meson decay widths (second reference of \[[@CR26], [@CR27]\])Mathematics: using the beautiful concept of (SYZ) Mirror Symmetry in algebraic geometry, and the machinery of G-structures to provide, for the first time, an *SU*(3)-structure (for type IIB (second reference of \[[@CR23]--[@CR25]\])/IIA \[[@CR34]\] holographic dual) and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G_2$$\end{document}$-structure \[[@CR34]\] torsion classes of the six- and seven-folds relevant to top-down holographic duals of thermal QCD.The results of this note do demonstrate the potential of the methods outlined here to treat strongly-coupled problems analytically, whether conformal symmetry is manifest or not. Other applications to hadronic physics will include studies of the possible critical point in the hadronic phase diagram and of the high-density/low temperature color superconducting phase.
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                \begin{document}$$\mu _C$$\end{document}$ and the DBI action on the flavor *D*7-branes {#Sec9}
======================================================================================================

In this appendix we discuss the evaluation of the baryon chemical potential $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mu _C$$\end{document}$ and the DBI action on the world volume of the flavor *D*7-branes. This is relevant to the discussion of showing lattice compatibility of our supergravity computation of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It was shown in \[[@CR34]\] (by turning on a world-volume flux $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$e^{-\phi } = \frac{1}{g_s} - \frac{N_f^\mathrm{UV}}{2\pi }\log |\mu _\mathrm{Ouyang}|$$\end{document}$ for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|\mu _\mathrm{Ouyang}| \sim {r_h^{-\alpha }}, \alpha >0 $$\end{document}$ \[[@CR23]--[@CR25]\].
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                \begin{document}$$|\mu _\mathrm{Ouyang}|\ll 1$$\end{document}$, one obtains:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Further, one notes that the *D*7-brane DBI action will be given by:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&S_\mathrm{DBI}^\mathrm{UV-finite} \sim T_{D7} \int _{r=\mathcal{R}_{D5/\overline{D5}}}^{R_{UV}} \sqrt{\mu } r^{9/4} \left( \frac{1}{{g_s}}-\frac{{N_f(r)} \log |\mu _\mathrm{Ouyang}|}{2 \pi }\right) ^2 \sqrt{\frac{r^{9/2}}{C^2+r^{9/2} \left( \frac{1}{{g_s}}-\frac{{N_f(r)} \log |\mu _\mathrm{Ouyang}|}{2 \pi }\right) ^2}}\nonumber \\&\quad \sim T_{D7} \int _{\sqrt{3}a}^{R_{UV}}dr \frac{d}{dr}\biggl [\frac{2 \sqrt{\mu } r \sqrt{4 \pi ^2 \left( C^2 {g_s}^2+r^{9/2}\right) +{g_s}^2 {N_f(r)}^2 r^{9/2} \log ^2|\mu _\mathrm{Ouyang}|-4 \pi {g_s} {N_f(r)} r^{9/2} \log |\mu _\mathrm{Ouyang}|} }{13 \pi {g_s}^2}\nonumber \\&\qquad \times \left( {g_s}-2 \pi C {g_s}\ _2F_1 \left( \frac{2}{9}, \frac{1}{2};\frac{11}{9};-\frac{r^{9/2} ({g_s} {N_f(r)} \log |\mu _\mathrm{Ouyang}|-2 \pi )^2}{4 C^2 {g_s}^2 \pi ^2}\right) \right) \biggr ]. \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$The "UV-finite part" of ([A6](#Equ53){ref-type=""}), i.e., the action that remains finite in the large $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R_{UV}$$\end{document}$-limit will be given by:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&S^\mathrm{Large\ R_{UV}-finite}_{DBI} \sim -\frac{2^{22/9} \sqrt{\mu } \Gamma \left( \frac{5}{18}\right) \Gamma \left( \frac{11}{9}\right) \left( \frac{C}{{N_f^\mathrm{UV}}}\right) ^{4/9}}{13 \root 18 \of {\pi } \log |\mu _\mathrm{Ouyang}| ^{\frac{4}{9}}} \nonumber \\&\quad -\frac{3^{11/4} b^{11/2} {N_f}^2 {r_h}^{\frac{(11 - \alpha )}{2}} \log ^2({r_h})}{22 \pi ^2 C}, \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|\mu _\mathrm{Ouyang}| \sim r_h^{-\alpha }, 0<\alpha <11$$\end{document}$) and:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$|\mu _\mathrm{Ouyang}|\ll 1$$\end{document}$.
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                \begin{document}$$D=11$$\end{document}$ supergravity action ([B1](#Equ56){ref-type=""}) {#Sec10}
=======================================================================================================
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                \begin{document}$$(J_0,E_8,X_8)$$\end{document}$ are quartic polynomials in the curvature tensor in 11-dimensional space and defined as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned}&J_0 = 3.2^8 \Bigl (R^{MIJN}R_{PIJQ} R_{M}^{\ RSP}R^{Q}_{\ RSN}\nonumber \\&\quad +\frac{1}{2}R^{MNIJ}R_{PQIJ} R_{M}^{\ RSP}R^{Q}_{\ RSN}\Bigr ),\nonumber \\&E_8= \epsilon ^{PQR M_1 N_1...M_4 N_4} \epsilon _{PQR M^{\prime }_1 N^{\prime }_1...M^{\prime }_4 N^{\prime }_4}R^{M^{\prime }_1 N^{\prime }_1}_{\ \ \ \ \ \ M_1 N_1}...R^{M^{\prime }_4 N^{\prime }_4}_{\ \ \ \ \ \ M_4 N_4},\nonumber \\&X_8 = \frac{1}{192 \cdot (2 \pi ^2)^4}\Bigl [tr(R^4)-\frac{1}{4}(tr{R^2})^2\Bigr ], \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where *M*, *N*, *P*, \... are $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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See, e.g. \[[@CR29]\] for earlier attempts at matching trace anomaly in bottom-up holographic models, with (older) lattice results; also see \[[@CR30]--[@CR33]\].

The Seiberg duality (cascade) is applicable for supersymmetric theories. For non-supersymmetric theories such as the holographic dual we are working with, the same is effected via a radial rescaling: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$r\rightarrow e^{-\frac{2\pi }{3g_sM_\mathrm{eff}}}r$$\end{document}$ \[[@CR38]\] under an RG flow from the UV to the IR.
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                \begin{document}$$T^2$$\end{document}$s in the delocalized limit, and the correct T-duality coordinates are identified. Then, when uplifting the mirror to M theory, it is found that a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G_2$$\end{document}$ structure worked out in \[[@CR1]\], the idea is precisely the same. Also note (as pointed out in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), the type IIB/IIA *SU*(3) structure torsion classes (in the MQGP limit and in the UV/UV-IR interpolating region), satisfy the same relationships as satisfied by corresponding supersymmetric conifold geometries \[[@CR49]\].

For previous bottom-up holographic computation-compatible lattice results, see, e.g., \[[@CR57], [@CR58]\]; see \[[@CR59]\] for previous large-*N* lattice results for the trace anomaly.
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